
Step 1:Cutting 
and Bending 
!
           
!
1 The bar is cut to length according  
to the type of shoe using shear  
blades. The cutting equipment is  
operated either mechanically or  
manually by a foot pedal.  
After cutting, the bar is heated in  
an induction furnace or gas-fired  
forge to a temperature of around  
2,300°F (1,260°C). The softened  
metal is then wrapped around a  
block of steel in the shape of the  
shoe using custom designed  
equipment. Another type of  
bending equipment uses a plunger  
in the shape of the shoe, which  
forces the bar into the desired  
shape. 
!
!

Why Horseshoes 
are important 
Horseshoes protect a horse's 
hooves from wear on hard or 
rough surfaces. They are also 
designed to improve a horse's 
gait, to help its conformation 
(how the horse stands), and to 
control interference problems 
(when hooves or legs collide 
with each other).  

How to make a 
Horseshoe  
This brochure will show you how to make a 
horseshoe step by step


http://www.madehow.com/knowledge/Horseshoes.html
http://www.madehow.com/knowledge/Plunger.html
http://www.madehow.com/knowledge/Plunger.html
http://www.madehow.com/knowledge/Horseshoes.html


TA DA!! 
 

You have now learned how to 
make your very own horseshoe


Step3: Finishing 
Operations 
  
 the shoe is bent, it is 
transferred to a punch press for 
making the nail holes. Usually 
eight holes are made per shoe. 
The punch tooling is custom 
designed for each type of shoe. 
Then a trim press is used to 
remove excess material, or 
flash. At this point, the shoe is 
still hot, around 1,900-2,000°F 
(1038-1093°C). After trimming, it 
is air cooled for 45-60 minutes. 
!

Step2: Forging 
!
Drop forging, the most common of 
the forging processes, is used for 
most horseshoes. After the bar is 
bent, it is then forced into a die 
with the required dimensions by a 
powered hammer. One half of the 
die is attached to the hammer and 
the other half to the anvil. A cam 
mechanism determines the length 
of the stroke of the ram or how 
close the dies come together. 
!


